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As the system of record, the integrity of data in CONNECTIONS is of major importance. A person’s history in the system should accurately
reflect their interactions with child welfare services. People are added to stages in CONNECTIONS in several ways and there are various
processes to correct mistakes, depending on when and how the error occurred. The Person Unrelate process is used when a person being
added to a stage (INT, INV, FAR, FSI, FSS) is incorrectly related to a person ID (PID) already in the database and assumes the history of that
person. Other processes (removing a person added in error, removing a person reported in error) are used in other circumstances.
This tip sheet illustrates the process from a CPS perspective and is for those workers responsible for maintaining person data and correcting
mistakes. The Person Unrelate business function is required to do the actions shown on this tip sheet.

Using Person Unrelate in INV and FAR Stages in CONNECTIONS
A Person Relate is performed when a person is added to a CONNECTIONS stage and they are “attached” to a Person ID (PID) that already
exists in the database.
A typical example of this is when, at Intake, staff at the Statewide Central Register (SCR) enter person information
into CONNECTIONS as provided by the caller. A person search is then conducted. If, after reviewing the results of the
search, the SCR staff determines that the incoming person is the same as a person already known to
CONNECTIONS, they use the Relate button to assign the existing PID and attach the existing case history to the
incoming person.
The incoming person information originally entered by SCR staff prior to performing any relates is saved in the
system, so any Person Relate which is deemed to be incorrect by the investigating district can be undone, reverting
the data back to the original incoming person information.
The Person Unrelate process severs the connection to the existing PID, and attaches the original incoming person
information to a newly created PID.

Identifying an Incorrect Person Relate
Evidence of an incorrect Person Relate can be found by reviewing case history and comparing it to both incoming person
information and to family composition.
One of the first places an incorrect Person Relate may be seen is when a CPS report is reviewed for the first time:
1. From the workload containing the report, highlight the INV or FAR stage.
2. Click the Review Intake link in the navigation pane.
The CPS INT opens with the Summary tab displayed.
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3. Click on the Call Persons tab.
4. Review the listings for each person in the SCH (Search) column.

•

An “R” in the Search (SCH) column shows that a Person Relate was performed.

•

A “V” in that column shows person search results were viewed, but no relate was done. This may be because no history was found, or
because the SCR could not verify with a high degree of certainty that a person found in the database is the same person.

When a Relate has been performed (“R” in the SCH column), the information displayed in both the Person List and the Person
Info Detail tab will be the information from the PID that already existed in CONNECTIONS and was attached to the incoming
person through the Person Relate Process. Because of this, you must look at the Incoming Person tab or the name and age/DOB on
the Intake Report to review the information provided to the SCR for any discrepancies.
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5. Review Incoming Person information.
Incoming Person information is the information which was entered into CONNECTIONS by the SCR. This is the EXACT information
provided by the caller, including the name, as given by the caller, as well as any other information such as DOB, ethnicity, address, and
phone numbers they provided.
There are two places to find Incoming Person information in the CPS Intake (INT) stage: the Incoming Person subtab under Call
Persons (shown below) or in the printable Intake Report.
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You can also review the Intake Report to analyze this information. Below is an example of an Intake report.
Note: You should pay particularly close attention to any person identified as “Unknown, Unknown” at intake, who has been Related to
someone known in CONNECTIONS. This means the caller did not have the person’s name, but the SCR staff felt they had enough
information to connect this person with someone known to CONNECTIONS.

Incoming Person Name & Age

The “Y” shows that a Person Relate
was done for that person. It also
shows the Person ID to which the
Relate was attached.
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In the example below, Michael Rock of 10 Rock Street (shown in the Incoming Person tab) was incorrectly related to the PID already existing in
the CONNECTIONS database for Michael Stone of 12 Stone Street.
The information displayed in the Call Persons tab for Michael Stone comes from the PID to which Michael Rock was related (Michael Stone’s
PID) rather than what was originally reported by the caller. The Incoming Person tab shows us that the SCR was provided with the name
Michael Rock with an approximate age of 45 and then incorrectly related that information to Michael Stone, age 35, and his existing PID in
CONNECTIONS.
To undo this incorrect Person Relate, a Person Unrelate must be performed.
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Performing a Person Unrelate
The unrelate of a person from a CPS Intake stage can be done from the workload in an open Investigation (INV) or Family Assessment
Response (FAR) stage by a worker with access to the stage and the Person Unrelate Business Function.
Below is a view of the INV Person List from the workload of a worker assigned to the stage. Like the data on the Call Persons tab of the Intake
stage, the information displayed here comes from the PID already in CONNECTIONS for Michael Stone, including, to the far right, the new PID
to which the related..
You must pay close attention to the PID as, in some situations, this may be the only difference between the incoming information and the
related information - such as when two different persons have the same name and DOB.

To complete a Person Unrelate:
1. From the workload, select the stage.
2. Open the Person List. Select the person for whom the unrelate is needed.
The Person Unrelate link in the Options section of the navigation pane enables for users with the Person Unrelate
Business Function.
3. Click the Person Unrelate link in the navigation pane.
4.

Confirm your intent via the subsequent pop-up by clicking “Yes.”
The incorrectly related PIDs will be unrelated, creating a new PID for this person and reverting their information back to the name and other
demographic information captured in the Incoming Person tab.
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The example below shows the results of a Person Unrelate.

•

A “U” now displays in the Search (SCH) column.

•

A new PID displays for Michael Rock

Note: If the corrected person has an existing case history in CONNECTIONS, this new PID should be merged with their existing PID(s),
an action that requires the Merge/Split Business Function.
If the person has no CONNECTIONS history, the PID created by the Unrelate process should be used for this person going forward and any
demographic information should be updated accordingly.

See the CONNECTIONS Tip Sheet, Multiple PIDS: Troubleshooting Merge Error Messages for more information on person merges.

Resources
•

•

CONNECTIONS Job Aids and Tip Sheets:
http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/jobaides/jobaides.asp

•

CONNECTIONS Regional Implementation Staff:
http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/contact.asp

CONNECTIONS Application Help Mailbox:
ocfs.sm.conn_app@ocfs.state.ny.us
(NOTE: address contains an underline)

A Helpdesk ticket is now required before sending requests to the Triage
Unit. This can be acquired by emailing FixIt@its.ny.gov.
ITS Enterprise Service Desk
1-844-891-1786
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